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Welcome to the summer 2021 edition of Room with a View.

Since our last issue at the start of January 2021, we have finally seen the UK and the property 
markets begin to approach something like normality. As the stamp duty holiday continues 
to taper off and house prices briefly stop surging, business as usual is resuming, and with it 
more certainty in the sector.

Despite this return to more familiar ground there are still plenty of changes that buyers, 
developers and landlords will be affected by. Our lawyers have scrutinised the details and 
you can find all the details you need to keep your transactions on track in this latest edition 
of Room with a View.

In this edition, Karl Pocock and Benjamin Clarke cover the new stamp duty rates due to 
come into effect from October 2021. These are set to have big implications, but making sure 
you qualify for the right relief can help keep your SDLT bill as low as possible. It will be a case 
of identifying which option would save you the most money, or a combination of relief to 
ensure you only pay what you have to in SDLT for each transaction.

Next, the Social Housing Team's Jonathan Hulley, Jonathan Parker and Stathis Kosteletos 
take a second look at the contents of the upcoming Building Safety Bill, currently working its 
way through the House of Commons. There are several changes expected to come into force; 
many are due as late as 2023 but others have already been introduced by changes to other 
Acts and the introduction of other statutory instruments. At time of writing the Bill is at 
committee stage – we will bring you the latest news on its progress as we have it.

Katrina Bretten puts the UCTA unreasonableness test under the spotlight in her article 

addressing unfairness in commercial terms. The test was a point of consideration in 

the recent case of Phoenix Interior Design Ltd v. Henley Homes PLC [2021], and serves 

as a timely reminder that care must be taken to ensure that the limitation or exclusion 

clauses do not fall foul of the reasonableness test.

Lastly, we are excited to announce our nomination for the Legal Team Award at the 2021 EG 

Awards, in recognition of the incredible work of our Property Team over the last 12 testing 

months. As winners of the Legal Team Award in 2019, we are delighted to be considered 

again and look forward to the return of an in-person awards ceremony in October.

Thank you for your interest in this newsletter – to find out how our Property Team can 

help you please get in touch, or to see what else our lawyers are saying, check our website 

for the latest legal updates.
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Residential property: SDLT 
implications for companies

In broad terms, companies buying residential property in England 
and Northern Ireland will pay SDLT at the higher residential rates 
(see Table 1 below). This is the case regardless of whether the company 
carries on a property rental or property development business.

Please note that residential SDLT rates cited in the tables at the end of this article, and 

our example SDLT calculations, are based on the residential SDLT rates effective from 

1 October 2021. Lower rates of SDLT are temporarily in place for residential property 

up until 30 September 2021 and may reduce the SDLT due in the examples where 

appropriate. Advice should be sought in relation to the correct rates of SDLT applicable 

to your transaction based on your individual circumstances.

What is ‘residential property’?

Residential property means, for SDLT purposes, any land and buildings used as a dwelling, 

suitable for use as a dwelling, or in the process of being constructed or adapted for use as 

a dwelling. If a property meets any one of these three separate tests it will be treated as 

residential property, as will any garden or grounds belonging to it (including any building 

or structure on such garden or grounds) and any interests or rights attaching to it. Broadly 

speaking, a dwelling is a building or part of a building that enjoys facilities required for 

day-to-day domestic existence (e.g. bathroom, kitchen and living room) and has sufficient 

privacy from other dwellings.

HMRC has confirmed that the purchase of a garden, separate from the related dwelling, will 

be subject to the residential rates of SDLT (albeit at the normal rates shown in Table 1 as no 

dwelling is purchased). Once the garden has been separated from the dwelling, subsequent 

purchases of the land should be subject to non-residential SDLT rates (Table 2) unless a 

dwelling has been built on the land (or where one has started to be constructed).

The classification of a building, or its grounds, for SDLT is not always clear-cut, and we can 

advise you in this regard if you require assistance in reaching a determination.

Broadly speaking, a 
dwelling is a building or part 
of a building that enjoys 
facilities required for day-
to-day domestic existence... 
and has sufficient privacy 
from other dwellings.

Karl Pocock
Partner – Head of Corporate Tax 
01603 756544
karl-pocock@birketts.co.uk

Benjamin Clarke
Solicitor 
01603 756466
benjamin-clarke@birketts.co.uk
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Which rates of SDLT apply?

As stated above, the acquisition of a dwelling by a company is subject to the higher 

residential rates of SDLT. However, the SDLT liability can be increased further if the 15% 

flat rate of SDLT and/or the SDLT non-resident surcharge apply to the transaction.

A punitive 15% flat rate of SDLT may apply when a company purchases an individual 

dwelling worth more than £500,000. However, reliefs are available and we would usually 

expect a company acquiring a residential property for the purposes of its development 

trade, or for letting to unconnected third parties, to be able to benefit from these. Please 

see our previous article on the 15% rate. For the purposes of this article, we assume that 

the 15% rate does not apply.

The non-resident surcharge is an additional SDLT charge that is payable on top of the 

applicable residential rate of SDLT by a non-UK resident who acquires a dwelling in 

England or Northern Ireland. The surcharge applies, for example, to individuals and 

companies and includes UK companies that are deemed to be controlled by non-UK 

residents. Overseas trusts and partnerships are also caught by the rules. The non-

resident surcharge adds 2% to the SDLT charge that would otherwise arise and could 

therefore result in a company, for example, having to pay SDLT at 17% when acquiring a 

dwelling if the 15% flat rate also applied.

Reducing the SDLT liability

The overall SDLT payable can be legitimately reduced in certain situations.

• Mixed-use properties: the lower non-residential rates of SDLT in the second table 

in this article apply to these transactions. A property is treated as mixed-use if 

it comprises both residential and non-residential elements. Examples of mixed-

use transactions may include a shop with a flat above or a house with farmland 

or commercial buildings. It will depend on the precise facts but it is worth 

considering what you are purchasing, and obtain evidence of non-residential use 

in preparation for an HMRC enquiry. Please note that we are aware that HMRC has 

enquired into a number of mixed-use transactions so it is important to carefully 

analyse the position and keep evidence to justify the approach taken. We would be 

more than happy to assist you in reaching a view as to whether an acquisition is 

mixed-use or not or, if HMRC has already raised an enquiry (in relation to mixed-

use or other situations), assist you in responding to this. It is sometimes possible 

to reduce the SDLT liability further by claiming multiple dwellings relief when 

acquiring a mixed-use property that comprises at least two dwellings. 

The overall SDLT payable 
can be legitimately reduced 
in certain situations.

...we are aware that HMRC 
has enquired into a number 
of mixed-use transactions so 
it is important to carefully 
analyse the position and 
keep evidence to justify the 
approach taken.
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• Buying six or more residential properties in a single transaction: where six or 

more dwellings are purchased in a single transaction, the purchaser can choose 

to treat all of the properties collectively as a non-residential transaction so that 

the non-residential SDLT rates in the second table will apply. This can produce 

favourable results for non-resident company purchasers, as the non-resident 

surcharge does not apply to the non-residential rates of SDLT. HMRC has clarified 

that the term 'single transaction' refers to the purchase of six or more individual 

dwellings pursuant to a single contract; even if the acquisition of each dwelling 

completes at separate times. Although the non-residential rates often result in less 

SDLT being paid, it is still worth considering the total SDLT cost and comparing it 

with using multiple dwellings relief. In most cases it is worth running both SDLT 

calculations to check which will provide the best SDLT result as the taxpayer can 

elect to pay SDLT on the most efficient basis.

• Multiple dwellings relief: where a company is buying more than one property as 

part of a single deal, arrangement or series of transactions between the same vendor 

and purchaser (or persons connected with them), the purchases are either treated 

as a single transaction or as ‘linked’ SDLT transactions. This means that SDLT will 

be calculated on the basis of the total consideration paid for the properties. Multiple 

dwellings relief reduces the amount of SDLT that would be otherwise payable, as it 

works by calculating the SDLT on the basis of the average price paid per dwelling, 

which is then multiplied by the number of dwellings (rather than calculating the 

SDLT on the total consideration paid). It is often obvious when a taxpayer acquires 

more than one dwelling, but there are situations, for example when acquiring a 

house with an annexe, where the position is not as clear due to the approach taken 

by HMRC in its guidance. We can assist you in reaching a conclusion as to whether or 

not it is reasonable to treat an annexe as a separate dwelling.

Although the non-residential 
rates often result in less SDLT 
being paid, it is still worth 
considering the total SDLT 
cost and comparing it with 
using multiple dwellings relief.
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Example case

Big House Limited, a UK resident company, buys a property comprising a large main 

house, two small cottages and a flat above the garage. Each of the four properties is a 

dwelling for the purposes of SDLT. The total purchase price is £1.2m

The SDLT payable on a purchase of £1.2m applying the higher residential rates, is £99,750.

If multiple dwellings relief is available, the total SDLT due is £56,000 (i.e. £1,200,000 

divided by 4 and then multiplied by the SDLT higher rates = £14,000, then multiplied by 4 

(the number of dwellings) = £56,000).

Multiple dwellings relief and mixed-use transactions: where your transaction 

comprises both non-residential and multiple residential properties, HMRC allows you to 

pick the most SDLT-efficient filing position. It might be that filing on a purely ‘mixed-use’ 

basis (with reference to the non-residential rates, as explained above) is the most SDLT 

efficient filing method. However, it is possible, when acquiring more than one dwelling 

and non-residential property to apportion the purchase price between the non-residential 

and residential elements and:

1. apply the non-residential rates of SDLT to the non-residential consideration (with 

reference to the aggregate consideration); and

2. apply multiple dwellings relief to the residential properties.

The ordinary rule is that, where multiple residential properties are acquired in a single 

(or multiple linked) transaction(s), the higher rates of SDLT apply (subject to the 

subsidiary dwelling concession).

However, HMRC’s current guidance changes this position, allowing the application of 

the standard residential rates to the multiple dwellings relief calculation in mixed-use 

transactions in certain circumstances. HMRC guidance states that the higher rates will 

not apply to the multiple dwellings relief calculation provided that it does not form part 

of a wider mixed-use transaction where the non-residential element of the transaction 

is either negligible or artificially contrived (if the non-residential element is negligible 

or artificially contrived, the higher rates will apply to the multiple dwellings relief 

calculation). Please note that when applying multiple dwellings relief there is a minimum 

1% SDLT charge based on the consideration payable for the residential elements.

Changing use: residential or non-residential SDLT?

Do be aware that, if you buy a residential property with a view to converting it to 

commercial use, for example if you convert a bungalow into a dentist surgery, you will 

most likely have to pay SDLT at the residential rates.

...where your transaction 
comprises both non-
residential and multiple 
residential properties, HMRC 
allows you to pick the most 
SDLT-efficient filing position.

...if you buy a residential 
property with a view to 
converting it to commercial 
use...you will most likely 
have to pay SDLT at the 
residential rates.
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If you purchase bare land or a commercial property (such as a barn) with the benefit of 

planning permission to build/convert into residential properties, then this will usually 

be treated as commercial property and the SDLT rate will be applied accordingly. If, 

however, construction of a dwelling or conversion to a dwelling has already begun, it 

will, depending on the nature of such works, be treated as residential for SDLT purposes. 

Sellers and buyers should be aware of the potential increase in the SDLT liability should 

building work start prior to a sale. Off-plan purchases of residential property will also be 

subject to SDLT at the residential rates.

Care is always needed as slightly different facts may alter the nature of the transaction for 

SDLT purposes and have a material impact on the total SDLT payable. Take advice at the 

earliest opportunity to avoid any nasty tax surprises.

Care is always needed 
as slightly different facts 
may alter the nature of 
the transaction for SDLT 
purposes and have a material 
impact on the total SDLT 
payable. Take advice at the 
earliest opportunity to avoid 
any nasty tax surprises.

Residential rates of SDLT Normal Rate Higher rate

Up to £125,000 0% 3%

Portion from £125,001 to £250,000 2% 5%

Portion from £250,001 to £925,000 5% 8%

Portion from £925,001 to £1.5m 10% 13%

Portion above £1.5m 12% 15%

Non-residential (commercial and mixed use) rates of SDLT Rate

Up to £150,000 0%

Portion from £150,001 to £250,000 2%

Portion above £250,000 5%

Table 1: Residential rates of SDLT

Table 2: Non-residential (commercial and mixed use) rates of SDLT
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The Building Safety Bill – Take 2

Some readers may recall attending our Social Housing Webinar in 
October last year when we picked through the then draft Building 
Safety Bill (if not you can catch-up via our YouTube channel).

Fast forward to 2021 and the Government has recently published a new-look Bill. For 

context, this is 12 months after the first draft was published. So what has changed?

The Building Safety Regulator

The Building Safety Regulator continues to be an all-seeing body that will:

• monitor the safety and performance system for all buildings

•  encourage competency in the sector

•  implement a new regulatory regime for 'higher-risk' buildings (coming up shortly).

Planning, design/construction and completion

Similarities continue with the lifecycle of a relevant development or building still to be 

split into three distinct ‘gateways’ (planning, design/construction and completion). A duty 

holder regime will ensure those engaged at crucial build-stages will be properly accountable 

for their actions, and all building information will be stored digitally, up to date, and made 

readily available (the Golden Thread of Information).

For higher-risk buildings, an ‘Accountable Person' (or Accountable Persons as the 

Government acknowledges it’s more likely to be) will ensure that their building continues 

to be regulatory compliant following practical completion and during occupation. This 

requirement, together with the Golden Thread of Information, will apply equally to old and 

new higher-risk buildings.

Jonathan Parker 
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A New Homes Ombudsman

A New Homes Ombudsman will also be established to resolve new-build disputes 

and provide home buyers with a means of redress if they discover serious faults with 

their property. All developers will be required to become members of the New Homes 

Ombudsman and a failure to do so will lead to sanctions.

Looking beyond the obvious however there are also other significant differences in the 

latest iteration of the Bill.

The most immediately noticeable change is the extent and depth of information now 

drafted within the Building Safety Bill itself and accompanying notes. This was in response 

to a key criticism raised during initial consultation that the then draft placed too much 

reliance on secondary legislation to flesh out the detail and not enough in the draft itself 

to allow any meaningful parliamentary debate. As a result, we have gone from a 135-

page draft in 2020 with 178-page explanatory note to a 208-page 2021 bill with 257 page 

explanatory note. This certainly does not mean all the gaps have been filled, but at least 

some draft secondary legislation has also been prepared to help with this. There are other, 

perhaps more subtle, but no less important changes below.

Higher-risk buildings

The definition of higher-risk building has changed from being at least 18 metres in height 

or at least 6 storeys with at least 2 residential units (excluding care homes and hospitals 

amongst others) to 18 metres in height or at least 7 storeys with at least 2 residential units 

including care homes and hospitals. Draft secondary legislation has also been published 

which sets out technical definitions and identifies certain buildings that are still currently 

excluded from the regime.

A new national regulator of construction products

A national regulator of construction products will be formed that will sit within the Office 

for Product Safety and Standards (originally announced by Robert Jenrick in January 2021 

but reinforced within the bill itself).

The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

A strengthening of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 will be made by 

widening fire risk assessment reporting, clarifying that a failure to follow statutory 

guidance can constitute a breach, and increasing the fines from a maximum level 3 fine to 

unlimited fines (amongst other changes).

A strengthening of the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005 will 
be made by widening fire 
risk assessment reporting, 
clarifying that a failure to 
follow statutory guidance 
can constitute a breach...

 A New Homes Ombudsman 
will also be established...all 
developers will be required 
to become members of the 
New Homes Ombudsman 
and a failure to do so will 
lead to sanctions.
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A Building Safety Charge

This is a change in the operation of the Building Safety Charge by only allowing building 

owners to use the Building Safety Charge to cover the ongoing costs of the new regulatory 

regime rather than historical building safety costs (a criticism raised by the Housing 

Communities and Local Government Select Committee during consultation). Landlords 

will also need to demonstrate that they have exhausted all other cost-recovery avenues 

before recovering costs from leaseholders.

The right to sue

This is an increase in the time that leaseholders can sue developers for poor workmanship 

(currently 6 years but extending to 15 years). This will also cover refurbishment work and 

not just the initial construction.

Conclusion

Although much of the legislation is not expected to be in force until 2023, the Government 

has introduced the first gateway (planning stage) from 1 August 2021 by making 

amendments to the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 

(England) Order 2015 (as amended) and an associated instrument. The purpose of this 

will be to ensure fire safety matters are incorporated at the planning stage for schemes 

involving a relevant high-rise residential building.

The Building Safety Bill is now working its way through the House of Commons, with the 

second reading having taken place 21 July 2021. Be sure to watch-out for further updates 

from us as we following its progress all the way through to royal assent.

The Building Safety Bill is 
now working its way through 
the House of Commons...
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Unfairness in standard commercial 
terms: Incorporation and the UCTA 
reasonableness test

It is common practice for parties to construction contracts to seek 
to limit their liability, or even to exclude certain liabilities altogether. 
For example, designers will usually only agree to an obligation to use 
reasonable skill and care in the performance of their services.

It is also common for liability to be limited to a fixed amount, which may be agreed at the 

level of insurance, or even a multiplier of the contract sum.

Whilst parties are of course free to agree such limitations, care must be taken to ensure 

that the limitation or exclusion does not fall foul of the reasonableness test in the Unfair 

Contract Terms Act 1977 (UCTA), a point considered recently in Phoenix Interior Design 

Ltd v. Henley Homes PLC [2021] EWHC 1573 (QB).

Background

Here the defendant invited the claimant to tender for interior design services as part of 

the refurbishment of the Dunalastair Hotel in the Scottish highlands. The brief was for 

“hard-wearing and contract quality which is easy to clean, maintain and replace but with 

a luxurious five-star feel”, and the defendant made clear they were looking to create a 

"high-end" hotel, with a "luxurious, light and modern" interior.

The claimant presented its design concept to the defendant. Following that presentation, 

the parties continued to discuss the requirements for the project and its scope. The 

claimant sent its proposal via email which referred to standard terms and conditions 

which were said to be ‘overleaf ’, although in fact they were attached as a separate 

document. Two revisions of this proposal were issued via email. While these subsequent 

proposals referred to terms and conditions as being overleaf, none were attached to 

the emails. The defendant accepted the final proposal and work commenced, with the 

claimant providing samples and a mock-up hotel room for inspection and approval. 

Here the defendant invited 
the claimant to tender for 
interior design services...the 
brief was for “hard-wearing 
and contract quality which 
is easy to clean, maintain 
and replace but with a 
luxurious five-star feel”.

Katrina Bretten
Senior Associate 
01223 326660
katrina-bretten@birketts.co.uk
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In his judgment, Freedman 
J held that there was no 
requirement on the claimant 
to provide a "five-star finish", 
or that there was a "five-star 
specification"...

The dispute

The performance of the contract was beset with delay and disputes arose between the 

parties over numerous issues, including the quality and acceptance of the fixtures, 

fittings and soft furnishings supplied. This ultimately led to an irreconcilable breakdown 

in the relationship in July 2017, when the defendant refused to release payment to the 

claimant in the sum of £232,550.42. 

The defendant argued that this sum represented the balance of the contract price which 

was only due to the claimant on practical completion of the works, but that the services 

provided and goods supplied were so defective that practical completion could not have 

occurred. In the alternative, the defendant alleged it was entitled to special damages by 

way of compensation reflecting the cost of replacing what it asserted were the three-star 

quality hard and soft furnishings supplied, with five-star equivalents. 

In defence of the counterclaim the claimant sought to rely on their terms and 

conditions. These provided that, while the claimant’s warranty covered the condition of 

goods supplied, "the [claimant] shall be under no liability under the above warranty (or 

any other warranty, condition or guarantee) if the total price of the goods has not been 

paid by the due date for payment".

The decision

In his judgment, Freedman J held that there was no requirement on the claimant to 

provide a "five-star finish", or that there was a "five-star specification" – whilst it was 

intended that the hotel would have a high-quality look or feel, the budget imposed on 

the claimant and the fact that the defendant had inspected and approved the goods and 

materials meant that the defendant's case was not made out.

On the question of whether the claimant’s terms and conditions were properly incorporated, 

Freedman J concluded that yes, they did apply to the contract. This was on the basis that:

• hard copies of the terms and conditions were provided at the presentation in early 2015

• the initial proposal referred to terms and conditions as being ‘overleaf ’ and a set of 

those terms and conditions was attached separately to the email

• whilst the initial proposal was not accepted by the defendant, the proposal which 

they did sign and accept was made on precisely the same basis – with terms and 

conditions referred to as being 'overleaf ', and with the defendant having been 

provided with a copy of those terms and conditions previously

• there was no attempt by the defendant to contract on their own terms and conditions

• there was a clear course of dealings between the parties over the preceding ten years 

which demonstrated that terms and conditions had been sent and accepted, and 

provided at presentation meetings.

...the defendant alleged it was 
entitled to special damages 
by way of compensation 
reflecting the cost of replacing 
what it asserted were the 
three-star quality hard and 
soft furnishings supplied, with 
five-star equivalents.
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...the UCTA reasonableness 
test is easily satisfied in 
a fully negotiated clause 
between commercial parties 
of roughly equal bargaining 
power, especially if they 
understood the risks and 
were advised by lawyers. 

What about UCTA?

Whilst Freedman J held that the terms and conditions did apply, he decided that the 

limitation clause failed to satisfy the reasonableness test, and therefore fell foul of UCTA. 

This was because:

• it was an unusual clause, tucked away in the standard terms and conditions and not 

something which had been highlighted to the defendant

• the claimant had failed to demonstrate why an anti-set off clause would not 

have sufficed instead

• the effect of the clause was potentially exorbitant given any delay in payment meant 

the claimant avoided all liability relating to the quality of goods supplied

• the clause was difficult for the defendant to apply, given the uncertainties around 

timing of completion and the due date for payment; completion being an event as 

opposed to a fixed date

• similarly, without an independent certifier it is difficult for the defendant to establish 

precisely when completion occurred.

The case therefore acts as a useful reminder to ensure that any limitation of liability clause is 

clearly visible and highlighted, not tucked away in the small print of terms and conditions. 

Ordinarily, the UCTA reasonableness test is easily satisfied in a fully negotiated clause 

between commercial parties of roughly equal bargaining power, especially if they understood 

the risks and were advised by lawyers. The more prominent, negotiated and understood the 

clause, the more likely it is to be upheld. The test is harder to satisfy in standard terms, and 

reasonableness will always depend on the facts and context of the transaction.
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Birketts nominated at 
2021 EG Awards

Birketts is once again nominated for the Legal Team Award in the 
prestigious Estates Gazette’s annual awards.

EG recognises the country’s best real estate legal teams. As winners of the Legal 

Team Award in 2019, Birketts has a precedent for acting on transformative deals and 

championing sustainability in their client matters.

Birketts has responded proactively to the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic. While 

forging ahead with a merger with London insurance firm EC3 Legal and developing a 

talented Social Housing Team, the firm has also strengthened relationships with its 

existing blue-chip clients, creating both a strong foundation for the business and setting 

the groundwork for fruitful relationships with new clients.

Chris Schwer, Partner and Head of Property, said: “I am delighted the work of my colleagues 

has been recognised with this nomination – I know first-hand how hard we have all worked 

and how deserved it is. Our commitment to high-quality service and legal advice has yielded 

excellent results in the last 12 months, with more than £400m in deals completed for clients 

involved in commercial property, social housing, agriculture and estates, construction, 

property litigation, planning and environmental matters.

“From proactively encouraging clients to adopt the Government’s new Leasing Code of Practice 

before it came into effect, to joining cross law-firm working parties to establish standard ‘COVID 

clauses’ at the start of the pandemic, our team has worked to ensure clients’ matters can 

continue uninterrupted wherever possible. I look forward to the return of the live EG awards in 

October after 2020 was held virtually, and wish all the other nominees the best of luck.”

Chris Schwer 
Partner
01473 406274
chris-schwer@birketts.co.uk

Birketts at the collecting the Legal Team 
Award at the 2019 EG awards. L-R: Host 
Claudia Winkleman, Birketts' Head of 
Property Chris Schwer and Partner Cameron 
Barlow, Patrick McKeogh from 2019 award 
sponsor New London Architecture and 
Estates Gazette Editor Samantha McClary.
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https://www.egi.co.uk/news/eg-awards-could-you-be-one-of-this-years-big-winners-fta0/
http://www.birketts.co.uk/our-lawyers/ipswich/chris-schwer
https://www.birketts.co.uk/our-lawyers/ipswich/chris-schwer
mailto:chris-schwer%40birketts.co.uk?subject=Room%20with%20a%20View%20newsletter
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Effective health and safety performance comes from the top. Are you doing enough?  

Business leaders not only need to set the right rules and standards but also need to lead by 

example. This is the focus for this year’s Health and Safety Conference; how those in  

leadership roles can work with their employees to share responsibility for health and safety – 

engaging the workforce in the promotion and achievement of safe and healthy conditions.

Led by Matthew Gowen, Partner (Barrister) and Head of Birketts’ award-winning Regulatory 

and Corporate Defence Team, our 2021 Health and Safety Conference looks at how those in 

leadership roles can work with their employees to drive a positive health and safety culture.

Delegates will hear from experts in leadership as well as those in industry and the conference 

will benefit organisations from any sector. Aimed at directors and senior management 

teams, the programmes will include specific breakout sessions for the construction, 

agricultural and road transport sectors, as well as a general session for other organisations.

If you would like more details 

about this event, please visit  

birketts.co.uk/events

The Real Health & Safety The Real Health & Safety 
Conference 2021Conference 2021

Thursday 4 November 2021 Thursday 4 November 2021 
Newmarket Racecourses Conference Centre,Newmarket Racecourses Conference Centre,
Rowley Mile Drive, Newmarket, CB8 0TFRowley Mile Drive, Newmarket, CB8 0TF 

If you would like to receive regular health and safety seminar invitations and legal 

updates please visit birketts.co.uk/register and select the health and safety box.

Event details
Date: Thursday 4 November 2021
Time: 9:00am -4:30pm 
Venue: Newmarket Racecourses 
Conference Centre, Rowley Mile Drive,
Newmarket, CB8 0TF

To secure your place, please visit  

our Eventbrite page

https://www.birketts.co.uk/events
https://www.birketts.co.uk/register
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/health-safety-conference-2021-register-your-interest-tickets-165103365611?aff=eLaw 
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